
 

 

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FIRE CHIEFS 

 

Resolution 2014-1 
 

 

Resolution Title: Maintenance of American Universal Access Telephone Service Standards 

 

Resolution Description: Telephone service providers and the FCC are examining the feasibility of 

abandoning the nation’s “copper” landline telephone network in favor of Voice over Internet Protocol 

(VoIP)-type systems.  Because universal-access telephone service is critical for purposes of quick 

reporting of fire and medical emergencies, and for continued communications during severe weather and 

natural disasters, this resolution proposes that the FCC provide for maintenance of the current universal-

access telephone network until access and performance issues connected with network replacement can be 

resolved.   

 

Submitted by: John Rukavina 

Contact Person: John Rukavina 

Phone number: (828) 658-8350 

 

WHEREAS, telephone service providers and the Federal Communications Commission are examining the 

feasibility of abandoning the nation’s current universal-service landline telephone network in favor of a 

national voice-over-internet–protocol (VoIP)-type telephone system; and    

 

WHEREAS, there are significant questions related to abandonment of the current universal telephone 

service network in favor of VoIP and similar electronic systems, including (but not limited to) the 

following: 

 

 When households subscribe to VoIP phone service, they typically must register their residential 

address with the company, which is used when 911 is called.  Most—but not all—providers verify 

the address, so 911 Caller ID will function quickly at emergency communications centers. 

 Unlike telephones that are part of the “copper” network, VoIP telephones rely on the commercial 

power system to operate, so when commercial power goes out, so does telephone service unless a 

backup battery is in place.   VoIP telephone service providers can supply batteries for an additional 

fee—and the backup batteries typically provide up to eight hours of “standby” time, and four hours 

of “talk” time.  In a Hurricane Sandy-type situation, telephone service could be lost days before 

commercial power is restored. 

 Because telephone systems in the U.S. are public utilities, basic telephone service cannot be cut 

after a month’s non-payment.  Those public-utility rules do not apply to VoIP-type services. 

 FCC regulations require telephone operators to accept one another’s traffic and interconnect their 

lines. Those rules do not apply to pure Internet-based providers.   Currently, in event of a dispute 

between providers, one provider can refuse to accept a signal from another. 

 

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the International Association of Fire Chiefs urges the 

Federal Communications Commission to require maintenance of the current American universal-service 

landline telephone network until Caller ID-related, power-supply, universal access and maintenance of 

service, and unlimited cross-system telephone traffic issues are resolved to a point that American 



 

 

telephone-user access to emergency services over VoIP and similar alternatives to today’s universal-

service network are at least as accessible, reliable and effective as today’s universal-service network. 

 

 

 

 

  

FINANCIAL IMPACT STATEMENT: Staff Time 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


